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One of the fundamental tasks of medieval kings was to be a peacemaker, 
that is, to settle disputes and to prevent new ones from arising. The later medieval 
kings of France, whose councilors probably thought more about kingship than 
anyone else would ever care to, took this task very seriously. Throughout the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the kings of France presented themselves to 
the world and to their subjects as arbiters of discord and guardians of peace. They 
did this through their personal work and that of their administrators and institu-
tions in settling conflicts, but they also proceeded prescriptively by promulgating 
prohibitions or limitations of non-royal warfare. These ordinances outlawing the 
so-called “private” wars of nobles and other magnates have been considered, most 
notably by Aryeh Graboïs, as the culmination of a centuries-long development in 
the maintenance of order, one that began with the Peace of God Movement around 
the millennium and evolved into a royally directed program in the reigns of Louis 
VI and Louis VII.1 

But if development and change have been observed in the ideas and practices 
intended to maintain peace from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, this group of 
ordinances has not received as nuanced a treatment. Traditionally, in an approach 
that dates from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, these texts were consid-
ered a single body of legislation representing a coherent and consistent ideological 
program directed by the crown.2 Yet, these ordinances were issued over the course 
of more than a century, during which time eight kings held the scepter of France.3 
Moreover, as Raymond Cazelles has argued, there is considerable evidence for 
disjuncture among these texts. Indeed, Cazelles went so far as to assert that the 
ordinances against non-royal warfare were not at all indicative of a consistent pro-
gram but rather only ad hoc, unconnected measures meant to deal with temporary 
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situations.4 His take on the ordinances has been lauded as a refreshing counterpoint 
to the supposedly “statist” bias of much of French institutional historiography.5 

Yet, although it is true that the scholarship to which Cazelles was reacting partook 
of an anachronistic understanding of law in the Middle Ages, a closer look at the 
texts suggests that he went too far to the other extreme. 

The ordinances are a heterogeneous mix of documents. While some of them 
do seem to have been measures of momentary political expediency, others evince 
a conscious connection to previous legislation and to the policies of predecessor 
kings. Those that do exhibit interrelatedness, however, do not manifest a consistent 
ideological program. Rather from the mid-thirteenth to the mid-fourteenth century, 
the intellectual content of peace-keeping prohibitions underwent extensive modifica-
tion. Although early efforts under Louis IX inherited much from the ideological and 
administrative aspects of the Peace and Truce of God, his successors, particularly 
Philip IV and John II, increasingly deemphasized the sacral aspects of peace even 
as they found new rationales for peacekeeping that inhered in new political realities 
and newly elaborated theories of kingship and governance.

The reign of Louis IX is considered a foundational period in the history of 
royal French peace-keeping. Louis was, of course, famous for his attention to the 
settlement of disputes and the maintenance of peace, at least within Christian lands.6 
He also issued the first extant ordinance indefinitely prohibiting warfare in France, 
a text dating from January 1258 that outlawed guerrae omnes as well as arson, 
and disturbances to carts and to agricolae who work with carts or plows.7 Those 
who transgressed this prohibition were to be punished as peace-breakers (fractores 
pacis) by the king’s officer and the bishop-elect of le Puy-en-Velay.8 This is not 
a long document, but it is suggestive of a few of the intellectual and institutional 
features of this early moment in royal normative peace-keeping. In some ways, it 
represents a new step for the French crown, as Graboïs asserted: Whereas in the 
twelfth century, most notably at the Councils of Soissons and Reims in the 1150s, 
kings had limited violence in conjunction with ecclesiastical gatherings,9 Louis IX 
promulgated this text as a simple royal act on the basis of his authority as king. And 
while the long tradition of peace that ran from the Council of Charroux in 989 to 
the pronouncements of Louis’s twelfth-century predecessors focused on violence 
and peace as broad categories, the ordinance of 1258 specifically engages with 
violence’s most politically troubling form, that is, war (guerra).

However, both in this ordinance and in the other evidence we have for peace-
keeping in the reign of Louis IX, there is much more evidence for consistency with 
the past than for change. First of all, Louis’s ordinance echoes the characteristic 
concern for peasants (agricolae) and their instruments (carrucae and aratra) that 
was a defining aspect of the Peace of God and which also featured in the measures 
taken by his predecessors.10 In addition, although this text is a regalian ordinance, 
rather than a joint secular/ecclesiastical effort, we can tell from the mandate for its 
execution, in which the seneschal of Beaucaire was instructed to aid the bishop-
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elect of le Puy-en-Velay in keeping peace in his lands, that ecclesiastical concerns 
and ecclesiastical efforts played their part in the formulation and enforcement of 
this measure. 

Expanding our view beyond this ordinance to two other sources for the 
maintenance of order in Louis’s reign—one an ordinance of Alphonse of Poitiers, 
Louis’s brother in conjunction with whom Louis ruled Southern France, and the 
second a mandate from the reign of Philip III that recalls his father’s definition of 
peace-breaking—there is further evidence that the intellectual and administrative 
character of peace-keeping in Louis’s reign incorporated, rather than broke with, 
previous tradition. Alphonse’s ordinance, which dates from a few months after 
Louis’s death, but which can still be considered evidence for Capetian policy at 
this time, seeks to prevent cavalcades (cavalcatae, a frequently used synonym 
for guerrae) and other violence and orders that those who disobeyed be punished 
“according to the statutes of the Peace of Paris.”11 The Peace of Paris was the 1229 
treaty that ended the Albigensian Crusade, but the statutes to which Alphonse’s 
ordinance refers are probably those of a council at Toulouse that took place later 
that year. This council provided some of the guidelines for the future governance 
of Languedoc as it passed into Capetian hands. It was a joint church/crown effort, 
and it was heir to some of the more expansive ideas about the nature of peace that 
pervaded the peace efforts of earlier centuries. Some scholars, most notably H. E. 
J. Cowdrey and Roger Bonnaud-Delamare, have argued that peace in the Peace 
and Truce of God meant not just the absence of physical violence, but also freedom 
from the other afflictions of humanity, such as disease, famine, and heresy.12 The 
council at Toulouse, according to which the new Capetian rulers ordered violence 
punished, was informed by this broader understanding of peace; it defined not 
only those who made war (moverunt guerram) as fractores pacis, but also those 
who espoused heresy.13 

In addition to the evidence for continuity with prior tradition provided by 
Alphonse’s ordinance, a mandate that Philip III sent to southern royal officers in 
1274 shows that Louis had adopted older peace structures as well as concepts. The 
mandate, which relates guidelines on peace breaking practiced by “our greatly 
cherished lord and father, Louis, king of the French”14 orders that peace breakers 
to be handed over either to an ordinary judge or to an officer called a paciarius.15 
The paciarius, as Thomas Bisson has shown, was an office that had developed out 
of baronial and clerical peace initiatives in the early thirteenth-century South just 
prior to the Albigensian Crusades.16 Apparently this pre-Capetian peace-keeping 
institution had survived the upheavals of the Crusade period to be made use of 
by the South’s new masters. In so many ways, then, Louis IX’s reign saw neither 
intellectual nor institutional innovations in peace-keeping, but rather incorporated 
ideas and practices for the maintenance of peace that had been developed at an 
earlier remove.

However, ordinances from the reign of Louis grandson, Philip IV, sug-
gest significant changes in the way the crown thought about and went about the 
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suppression of violence. In the twenty-nine years of his reign, Philip IV, often known 
as Philip the Fair, issued six acts limiting or prohibiting non-royal warfare. The 
most important of these were his edicts of 1297 and 1314 in which he prohibited all 
non-royal wars for the duration of his own wars, and those of 1304 and 1311, which 
prohibited warfare altogether. Philip sought legitimacy from the past, particularly 
from his grandfather, Louis IX, whom he had had sainted,17 and his ordinances 
against non-royal warfare evidence this preoccupation. In his ordinance of 1304, 
Philip invoked the example of “Saint Louis, the distinguished late Confessor-King 
of the French” as precedent for his prohibition of warfare and associated violence. 
Philip’s link with his illustrious predecessor was more than nominal. Philip con-
tinued to conceive of war not as or not just as a category unto itself but as part of a 
constellation of acts that could all be considered peace-breaking.18 Like his father, 
Philip III, Philip IV also sought to follow Louis’s definition of peace-breaking in 
the South, using exactly the same description, almost verbo ad verbum, as had 
his father in a mandate to his southern officers.19 There is much, too, in Philip the 
Fair’s ordinances, particularly that of 1304, that draws from earlier peace-keeping 
traditions. Philip’s ordinances evince a concern for peasants consonant with that 
of Louis. Like Louis he forbade not just war, but also assaults against agricolae 
(farmers) and aratores (those who plow).20 Indeed, in the known manuscript copy 
of the 1304, the text is rubricated “letters of safeguard for French farmers” (litteres 
(sic) salvagardium agricolarum francarum).21

But in other ways, Philip’s prohibitions mark a radical departure from the 
work of his forbearers. In the first place, although Philip was still concerned with 
the maintenance of peace, in the intervening decades, the field of meaning indicated 
by the word pax had narrowed. When Philip’s ordinances speak of peace, they do 
not refer, as Louis’s may, to universal right relations among people, between God 
and humanity, and between humanity and nature. Rather they speak of turbatores 
pacis and of pax et quies  22 as we might speak of disturbers of the peace and of 
peace and quiet, peace there meaning simply our normal tranquil state and the 
absence of violence. But as the concept of peace became narrower and in some 
sense less sacral, at the same time Philip’s ordinances articulated an innovative 
concern with the common good. The exposition of the 1297 ordinance forbidding 
non-royal wars during the king’s wars explains that this measure had been taken 
“for the common benefit and the necessity of the realm” (pro communi utilitate & 
necessitate regni), while the 1304 ordinance was formulated “for the prosperous 
state of our realm” (ad statum prosperum regni nostri).23 By 1311, the res publica 
had even made an appearance. Philip’s ordinance forbidding warfare from that year 
warns that non-royal warfare was in periculum Reipublice.24 The desacralization 
of peace also extended to the administration of peace-keeping. Whereas Philip the 
Fair’s father, and presumably his grandfather as well, instructed their officers to 
allow either an ordinary judge or a paciarius to handle cases of peace-breaking, 
Philip IV’s mandated his officers to hand the peace-breaker over either to “our 
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people” (ad manum gentium nostrarum) or to an ordinary judge.25 Apparently by the 
beginning of the fourteenth century, the paciarii, whom the Capetians had inherited 
from the old peace associations of the South, had disappeared, fully replaced by 
the king’s administrators.

Yet, if in some ways Philip’s ordinances articulate a more secular vision of 
order than those of Louis IX, Philip IV and his councillors also strongly believed 
that the maintenance of the public good was a task entrusted to the king by God. 
The most important innovation made by Philip’s ordinances was to present and to 
justify the prohibition of non-royal warfare as a divinely ordained regalian right 
and duty. Far more than his predecessors’ strictures against violence, Philip the 
Fair’s statutes draw an explicit connection between kingship and the elimination 
of large-scale, organizaed violence. The 1304 ordinance, which Philip’s biogra-
phers have considered a turning point in his ideology of governance,26 elucidates 
this connection most fully. The ordinance explains that prohibiting warfare and 
associated behaviors “befits the office of royal dignity,” and that it is intended to 
dissuade people from taking vengeance into their own hands, when they ought to 
defer to kings and princes.27 Philip’s authority as king thus justifies him in abolishing 
custom contrary to his wishes; any such custom, the ordinance says, “ought rather 
be called corruption” (consuetudine, quin potius corruptela).28 

But Philip’s authority as king, his authority over violence, did not just inhere 
in his secular office. As the ordinance outlines, this authority had been delegated 
to him by God: The ordinance was a way of “address[ing] the grave dangers to 
the people and things entrusted to us by God.” And the kings and princes who are 
to arbitrate grievances have been “divinely deputized” (divinitus deputati) for this 
task. So while Louis IX had inherited ideas and structures from the Peace and Truce 
of God, Philip IV added to and modified this inheritance, bringing in new concepts 
of order and kingship, which served not just to explain the prohibition of warfare 
but also to justify the king’s right to make such prohibitions.

After Philip the Fair’s death in November 1314, there is a gap in the source 
record. It is certain that Philip’s successors also promulgated ordinances against 
non-royal warfare. Evidence from the judicial registers of the Parlement de Paris 
demonstrates that both Philip V and Philip VI each issued at least two general or-
dinances prohibiting warfare, though if copies any of them survived the centuries, 
they have not yet been located.29 However, for the reign of John II, which spanned 
the years 1350-1364, two general ordinances on warfare are still extant, in addition 
to several more specific measures tied to particular regions or circumstances. The 
first of these general statutes, promulgated in December 1352, prohibited non-royal 
war during the renewal of France’s war with England, while the second, issued in 
October 1361, forbade non-royal warfare altogether.

Like Philip IV before him, John II, often known as John the Good, considered 
his normative measures against non-royal warfare to be a continuation of the peace-
making work of his predecessors. His peace promulgations explicitly referred to 
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the prohibitions of his own father, Philip VI (these are among the ordinances that 
seem to be no longer extant), and, like Philip the Fair, John at one point invoked the 
example of his more illustrious ancestor, Saint Louis.30 However, in truth John II’s 
ordinances were very different from those of Louis and Philip the Fair, though some 
of the trends incipient in Philip’s ordinance seem here to have come to fruition. 

To begin with, in John’s ordinances, certain ideas about kingship and gover-
nance that had influenced Philip IV’s statutes underwent significant development 
and elaboration. John has generally been considered a much weaker king than 
Philip IV and no doubt in practical terms this judgment is fair enough. However, 
as regards the ideological underpinnings of kingship with relation to the suppres-
sion of violence, John’s ordinances against warfare not only affirmed the concepts 
expressed in Philip’s ordinances, but also developed them far more fully. Like 
Philip, John claimed the right to annul contrary custom, prohibiting warfare in 
1352 “notwithstanding any whatsoever privileges, customs, and uses or local 
observances”31 and making a very similar statement in the ordinance of 1361.32 
But whereas Philip found it necessary, particularly in the 1304 ordinance, to give a 
long, complicated exposition of the basis for his power, in John’s day, his statutes 
could simply sketch the position. When John prohibited non-royal warfare for 
the first time in 1352, he seems not to have needed to explain, as Philip had that 
“Kings and Princes are divinely deputized for the execution of justice on earth,” 
or that he wanted “justice . . . to be expeditiously administered to everyone so that 
no one might dare to claim law or vengeance unto himself.” Instead, the statute’s 
exposition merely relates that the king has decided on this measure “with all right 
and reason” (omni jure . . . ac ratione). 

In John’s ordinances one also sees concepts that while certainly not unfamil-
iar in Philip the Fair’s reign, were nonetheless not articulated in his ordinances as 
being germane to the suppression of warfare. In John’s ordinances, it is clear that 
kingship has begun to be thought about as an abstraction that existed apart from 
the king himself. For the first time, the ordinances speak not just of the king, but 
also of the crown, a corporate, institutional body that includes the king but is not 
identical with him.33 And John’s 1361 ordinance argues that the pursuit of war by 
the king’s subjects not only caused physical damage to the aggressor’s opponents 
and to innocent bystanders, but that it also damaged the king himself in some ab-
stract way. Non-royal warfare and the violence associated with it were said to be 
en lesion de Nous & de notre Seignourie & Souverainnete.34 That is, “prejudicial 
to us, to our lordship, and our sovereignty.” Philip the Fair and his councilors had 
no doubt considered his right to suppress warfare to be that of a sovereign, but 
that this sovereignty could be harmed by violence never made an appearance in 
Philip’s normative pronouncements on warfare. One could certainly read this idea 
between the lines, but it is never articulated in so many words.

Yet, if ideas about kingship in relation to violence had gained in abstrac-
tion and sophistication as compared to those of Philip, they had also lost much of 
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the sacral character that the authors of Philip’s statutes believed to have imbued 
kingship. In the 1361 ordinance, John did at one point invoke God’s aid in sup-
pressing violence, saying that he wished to govern the realm in peace a l'aide de 
notre Seigneur, but this is more of a pious aside than an ideological formulation. 
Neither the ordinance of 1361, nor any of his other ordinances suggest that the 
suppression of warfare was in any way his divinely appointed task. It seems to 
have been assumed that John’s right to quell disorder simply inhered in his rights 
as king, and his ordinances are silent as to the ultimate source of these rights and 
of that office.

The desacralization or non-sacralization of kingship apparent in John’s 
ordinances is paralleled by the conception of order evinced in these texts as little 
more than the absence of illicit violence. Like Philip the Fair, John’s main interest 
in establishing or re-establishing order was for the common good. When John’s 
ordinances speak of peace, it is peace of a very mundane sort: “peace and tranquil-
ity” and “peace in our realm” are the two formulations found in the 1361 ordinance. 
And like those promulgated under Philip, John’s ordinances also use the term res 
publica to describe the political community harmed by uncontrolled warfare. His 
ordinance of 1352 says that such violence was “an injury, scandal, and a danger for 
us, for the whole realm and republic and for all the subjects and inhabitants of our 
kingdom.”35 Another statute issued a year later explained that the king considered 
the measure to have been taken “for the good of the republic, the protection of the 
country and of the inhabitants of our realm.”36 But whereas Philip maintained a 
link with the sacral heritage of peacemaking, singling out noncombatant peasants 
for special protection, in John’s ordinances, even these trappings of earlier peace 
traditions have disappeared. Although their protection had been important to his 
predecessors’ peace prescriptions, John’s ordinances never speak of agricolae, of 
plowmen, or of agricultural instruments. 

Revealingly, the people with whom John’s ordinances are most concerned 
are armed men. The ordinance of 1361 complains of “those who are absent from 
home in order to do these evils, cavalcades and assemblies & to accomplish their 
bad designs.”37 It enjoins the royal officers to order these people to return to their 
homes within a month, to dispossess those who disobey, and even to attack for-
tresses, if such people are occupying them and refuse to render them.38 Other, more 
specific ordinances issued by John around this time also speak of foreign soldiers 
who pillage and rob and of enemies and evildoers in the country.39 As this suggests, 
under John the Good France experienced a period of intense almost uncontrolled 
violence, largely from freebooting bands of pillagers who roamed the years after 
France and England made a temporary truce in 1360, but also from nobles who 
took this opportunity to pursue their own violent impulses.40 The most important 
factor motivating the crown’s efforts to limit or prohibit warfare under John the 
Good was the need to pacify the countryside in the face of this rampant disorder. 
Even more so than innovative ideas about kingship and the political community, 
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the driving impetus for peace was the maintenance of order.
In many ways, then, the concepts of peace and of the king’s rights and powers 

in relation to violence changed greatly between the reigns of Louis IX and John 
II. Certainly, the ordinances bore a relation to one another, both through conscious 
imitation and through participation in common ideas. However, while Louis’s ordi-
nances can be connected to the peacemaking efforts of his twelfth-century forbearers 
and through them to the Peace of God, both Philip IV and John II moved beyond 
this inheritance. Under Philip, and even more so under John, the suppression of 
violence became an ideological imperative of kingship. Moreover, “peace,” which 
seems to have been a somewhat broader concept in Louis’s time, increasingly be-
came synonymous with order and the maintenance of the common good. This latter 
trend reached its culmination under John II, whose kingdom had disintegrated to 
such a point that his primary concern became the restoration of order.
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